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Trademark Search - We need to search and ensure that your brand name is not

previously used by other applicants in trademark public search

       Trademark Portal: a  https://ipindiaonline.gov.in/tmrpublicsearch/

Suggestions will be given from our end about the important

classes and name availability / NO FEE

We will accept to file the application in trademark, only when the trademark is available.

Stage 02

Checklist has to be filled and a soft copy of the Logo shall be sent by email,

the document will be prepared from our end (No ID/Address proofs are required)

      Government fee  `4,500/-

      Professional fee  `2500/-

                        Total   `7000/-

[For Non-MSME - PVT.LTD, Trust, and NGO Govt. Fee 9,000/-]

Stage 03

Trademark Filing - TM number will be provided in 2 business days.

Stage 04

If Objected, reply to the examination report will be submitted from our end,

and further follow up will be done.

Trademark Examination - 2 to 3 month's post-filing our application

will be subjected to examination.

a  Scenario i -  Name directly allowed - NO FEE

a  Scenario ii - Name Objected-  NO FEE (for applications filed from our end)

Stage 05

Re-Examination

       Scenario i - Allowed in the previous stage / Allowed after checking the reply - NO FEEa

       Scenario ii - General Hearing posted after checking the reply - Fee `5,000/-a

General Hearing Covered

Stage 01



Journal Publication  - Our application will be published in the trademark journal.

 Scenario i - Successfully completing the examination. NO FEE

Scenario ii - Third-party opposition fee: `13,000/-

a

a

Opposition fees covered

Counter statementa

Reviewing their evidencea

Sending our evidencea

Then registry will call for a direct hearinga

Opposition hearing Fee �10,000/-

Stage 06

Stage 07

Registration - Once the journal period of 4 months is successfully completed our

application will move to the registration stage.

Digital Certificate - NO FEEa

Hard Copy of Trademark / Legal Certificate - Fee �5000/-a
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Our Online Pre-filing Process

This transparent method avoids any certain misleading interpretation and allows the client to 

completely be informed at any given moment from the date of the service. We give easy to access 

with privacy and protection to the updated information to the client. Perfection is our priority and 

we give no space for mistakes. This allows us to file more than 100+ trademark per day which needs 

little to no attention from a human and is completely automated. Any changes are updated and is 

sent as a message to the clients phone number. Our futuristic approach will be the benchmark for 

upcoming companies.

From trademark name availability search to legal certificates we follow a complete onlineprocess. 

No paper works. It takes a lot of manual work and time with typical paperwork. We have identified 

our clients pain points and done our research for 20+ years and now we have a dedicated software 

developed by our own company specifically to reduce the time and work in the pre-filing process. 

Soon as our client updates their info we provide a permanent link where every stage of trademark 

registration process is updated.
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